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ABSTRACT. A proeess of tremor generation taking plaee close to mining stopes is
non-stationary. The seismic hazard, that is the probability of occurrence of a devas-
tating event, varies then in time. Recent quantit.at ive ruethods employed to evaluate
the time-dependent seismic hazard in the loeal proeess of indueed seismieity gener-
ation usually make use only of information cont ained in energies of a sequence of
events.

Variations of trernor epieentre distribution in the non-st.ationary generating pro-
eess were studied in the presented work. Two p ararneters of the distribution were
cont.rolled:

- directional coeffieient A of the least-square straight line fit to a gi ven numb er
of successive event.s. The fitted line represented the temporary linear trend
of epicent.res:

- root-rnean-square error E; of the straight line fit: This parameter account.ed
for a disp ersion of epicentres wit.h respect to the trend.

Series of A ancl e pararneters were evaluated for the sequences of tremors from
clifferent regions of variaus mines. Then statistical tests were p erformed to find aut
whether the values aehieved for sorne days just before a strong tremor differ form
the values abtained for randomly se!ected time periods. The analysis provecl the
significance of differences in the mean value, median and the shape of distribution of
e , The result suggests a possible usefulness of p ar amet.er e as a precursor of strong
events in the regions of rni nirig works.

1. INTRODUCTION

Standard catalogues of mine tremors contain times of occurrences, eoordinates
of epicentr es Zhypocentres an d magnitudes ar energies of reeorded events. In vast
majority of recent algorithms of medium-to short.-teqm prediction only tirnes an d
magnitudes/energies are processed to evaluate time-dependent seisrnic hazard [Glo-
wacka et al 1988; Laso cki 1993; Marcak 1993; Kijko, Funk 1994; Kalen da 1995].
Locations of fa ci of events if used, serve RS complementary inforrnation to select a
homogeneous, aeeorcling to a predefinecl criterion , group of data.

Observations of the failure process taking place in the mining rockmass evidence,
however, the fact that changes of the proeess towards inereasing probability of
strang event occurr en ce are correlatecl with, an d possibly prececlecl by changes of
spatial distribution of event-s. The fcature, satisfactorily explained by physical
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theories of the fracture proeess [Mareak 1985; Ohnaka 1992] is in many eases used
in qualitative prediction [Sato, Fujii 1988; Gerlaeh, Wyrobek 1991; Holub 1995].

The major limitation of the qualitative approaeh is its qualitativeness - its results
are clifficult to be comparecl and impossible to be expressecl in terms of probability
of oncoming events. Besicles, the ehange of spatial distribution must 'be distinct
to be traeed qualitatively whieh means that the ehange in the event generation
process must be significant Henee the qualitative prediction based on studying
variation of distribution of fo ci can be successful only when the process leading to
the generation of strong event develcps slowly and leaves exact prints in a form of
weaker events.

The observed foci distribution variations aecompanying the changes of seismic
hazard in mining stopes encourage to construct quantitative precliction algorithrns
making use of the phenomenon. World-wide stuclies in this regard concentrated, in
general, on various forms of cluster analysis of source locations to monitor group-
ing of seismie event s [Frohlieh, Davis 1990; Eneva, Young 1993; Kijko etal 1993;
Stewart, Spottiswoode 1993] ancl on studies of the fractal dimension of source dis-
tribution [Tmcotte 1989j Xie, Pariseau 1992; Stewart, Spottiswoode 1993]. The
latter were supposed to aeeount also for changes of the geometry of distribution.
An exp ected tenclency to cc--planar clustering of sources in a zone of a future main
fr acture should show up as a decrease of the fractal dimension towarcls two in the
case of three-dimensional stuclies 01' towards one if clepth of sources is unavailable.

Unexpectedly the mentionecl algorithms when appliecl to studying tremor data
due to the loeal time-depenclent failure proeess directly connected with mining op-
erations clelivered results far from being satisfactory. [Kijko et al. 1993] used clus-
tel' methods only along with the standard prediction methocl basecl on magnitucle
distribution. The independent par arnet.ers intro duced by [Stewart, Spottiswoode
1993], bui1t on the degree of cluster ing of sources an d on fractal dimension of their
spatial clistri bution were weakly or not relatecl to the strong tremor hazard. The
latter parameter behaved even opposite to the expectations based on theoretical
considerations. [Trifu et al. 1993] also reporteel a lack of correlation between the
fractal dimension of source locations and the probability of strong event occurrenee
expressecl in terms of the Gutenberg - Richter b value. The evidence supporting
opinions about the significant changes of the fractal dimension of source distribu-
tion before strong event s in mines [Xie, Pariseau 1992; Trifu et al. 1993; Eneva,
Young 1993] are merely qualitative. Our experience shows that this evidence cannot
be positively verified by the correlation analysis [Mortimer, Lasocki 1995].

Regarclless of specific explanations which coulel be given in any par ticular case
there are some global reasons of little effectiveness of the foci distribution stuelies
when applieel to monitoring lo cal seismic hazard changes in mining stopes. Mining
operations in roekburst-prone mines are permanently accornpanied by intensive
seismie activity concentratecl around the working front. The distribution of foci of
these events, controllecl mainly by the geometry of mining opening, overshaclows the
samce elistribution changes elue to the change of fracturing process. Furthermore,
estimators of fr actal dimension are strongly biased and saturate for considerable
numerous data sarnples [Mortimer, Lasocki 1995]. Usually the time interval neecled
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to acquire the appropriately large data sample of iucluced seismicity events in local
failure proeess is much loriger than the prepar atory period before strong event. Due
to that the fractal climension estirnators, weakly sensitive to short period changes
of foci distribution are also weakly sensitive to loeal seismic hazard variations.
Finally, both the cluster an d fr act a] methods, when used to construct inclependent
indicators of hazard assume that all events are generated by a single fracturirig
process.

Within the presented stuclies we tried to find simple pararneters which coulcl be
sensitive to short-terrn, seconcl order variations of spatial distribution of sources ať
either single 01' multi-process origin ancl which could serve as st atistical precursors
of strong events. The parameters were to be c1efined on a sequence of locations of
events occurring in a direct vicinity af rnining works.

2. PARAMETERS OF SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF FOCI AND THEIR
POSSIBLE VARIATIONS DUE TO CHANGES IN FRACTURING PROCESS

Since inforrnation on clepth of events in local mining-incluced processes 1:3 not
very reliable ancl often unavailable \Ve decided to analyse only epicentres of tremors.

Two pararneters clescribing spatial clistribution of epicentres were taken under
consideration:

- the directioual coefficient A of the least-square straight line fit y = Ax + B to
epicentre eoorclinates of the given number of successive events;

- the root-rnean-square error E; of the straight line fit.

The pararneters have only forrnal meaning and do not represent any perrnanent
liuear model of epicentre clistribution. A ancl e if evaluatcd for aIl recorded event s
account for the direction of overall elongation of the fracturiug zone arourid the
active front ane! its thickuess respectively. A8 mentioned above, these values are
fully controlled by the geometry of the front and rernain more 01' less constant or
unclergo only Ioug+term variations. However, w hen A aud e are estimatecl from
short sequence of seismie event s they \ViU account for ternporary alignment of epi-
centres and for adegree of this alignment respectively. Both parameters are easily
ancl reliably estirnated from srnall saruples (clown to three--case samples). Sinc.e the
tenclency to co-plauar clustering of sources, i.e. collinear clustering of epicentres is
expeeted in sorne cases to occur prior to strong trernor , A coefficient seemed to be a
more reason able choice than for instance the first moment of epicentre distribution.

011e of the possible effects indicating an increase of the seismic hazard has already
been diseussed. The epicentres within the fracturing zone arouncl the aetive front
may tencl to orientate more ar less colliuearly delineating tne projection onto the
(x, y) plane of a zone of future strong event. In this case A coefficient may change
and E coefficient should decrease. The opp osite may be observed when the 10ea1
strese fielcl of the active moving front becomes disturbed by an additional factor e.g.
mirring rerunan ts , alel working edges ar loeal faults. Such an additional seismicity
concentrator at the bcginning raises the probability for the event to locate Iarther
from the working front. In this ease the value of e is expectcd to increase.
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Certainly there is a large variety of complex cases which cannot be explainecl on
the basis ofthe given simple models. One also may expect the presence of more than
one interfering failure processes in the vicinity of mining works being responsible
for the hazard variations. However, uearly all of them will have an effect on values
of A and e parameters.

3. ANALYSIS OF CAPACITY OF A AND e
PARAl'vlETERS TO BE STRONG TREl'vlOR PRECURSORS

The next problem concerning the introclucee! parameters is whether their ex-
pected changes caused by variations of hazard are significant enough so that the
parameters coule! be useel to iclentify tirnes of increasing probability of strong event
occurrence. This is the question about the potential of the pararneters to be precur-
S01'S of strong events. The necessary conclitions for a quantity to be the statistical
precursor of strong tremors are the following:
- it should significantly correlate with the probability of strong event occurrence,
- its values prior to strong event shoulcl significantly differ frorn its values evaluated

at random moments.
The second condition implies the first one but in many cases only the first con-

dition can be verified [Lasocki 1994].
The analysis of the capacity of A and e para.meters to be precursors was per-

formed on trernor data frorn three rockbursting coal rnines: Katowice, Halernba and
Pora.bka. from Upper Silesia., Paland. The stucliecl data sequences were recordecl
cIose to longwall faces highly endangered by strong tremors aud ro ckbursts. In
the ca.ses when an overall level of the event rate was variable the sequences were
split into periods of more stable rate ancl tbe analysis wa.s carried .out on both the
full sequence ancl the subsequences. Table 1 provides ba.sic information about the
stuclied data sequences.

TABLE 1. lnduced seismicíty sequences used to verífy the
capacíty of parameters to be precursors of strong tremors

Sample Mine Longwall Period of Number Mean Strong Number Mean
No. observation of events event rate event of strong strong

(per day) definit ion events event rate
[J] (per day)

I Kat.owice 532 1.04.85 - 31.20.86 1519 2.62 >3e5 13 0.022
II Katowice 533 7.10.85 - 30.09.86 696 1.94 >le6 13 0.036
III Kat owice 536 16.08.92-15.03.93 1401 6.61 >3e5 6 0.028
IV Kat owi ce 537 16.03.93 -15.01.94 1014 3.31 >3e5 10 0.033
V Halemba 57 30.01.87- 5.06.89 592 0.69 >4e5 53 0.062
VI Halemba 57 13.03.87 - 26.10.87 89 0.40 >4e5 21 0.093
VII Halem.ba 57 11.10.87 - 24.03.88 ] 98 1.20 >4e5 23 0.139
VIII Halemba 57 18.02.88 - 21.08.88 171 0.92 >4e5 8 0.043
IX Porabka 755 6.06.91-] 2.07.93 2769 3.61 >le5 17 0.022

X Porabka 7.55 4.10.91-14.06.92 1498 5.87 >le5 11 0.043
XI Porabka 755 15.06.92- 25.01.93 45.5 2.02 >8e4 9 0.040
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Every data sequence was analysecl separately. Values of A ancl E pararneters
were calculatecl for every clay on the basis of the last 30 events recorclecl on that
ancl preceding clays. The values of A anci E; from fi.vedays before every strong tremor
formecl experimental groups (E-groups) respectively. Control groups (C-groups)
were formecl by A and e values for randomly chosen clays. In order to simplify
further testíng the sízes oE both experimental aud control groups were kept equal.

Differences in means, medians and distributions of the experímental ancl the
control groups were then tested by means of the t-test, the Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA
by ranks test and the Kolmogorow-Smirnow two sample test respectívely. The
results of the statistical analysis of the stucliecl sequences are given in tables 2 ancl
3.

TABLE 2. The results of the comparison of A pararneter values

Sample Sample T - test Kruskal- Wallis test Kolmogorow -
No Slze Smirnow test

E-group C-group Significance E-group C-group Significance Significance of
rnean mean of difference ruedian rned iari of clifference clifference of

of means of meclians distributions
I 43 -0.30 -0.28 0.77 -0.42 -0.29 0.79 0.22
II 47 -0.10 -0.10 0.24 -0.05 -0.11 0.36 0.40
III 26 -0.49 -0.31 0.19 -0.49 -0.27 0.17 0.49
IV 28 -0.01 -0.06 0.34 0.10 0.00 0.49 0..54

V 98 -0.22 -0.24 0.44 -0.19 -0.20 0.45 1.00

VI 17 -0.68 -0.62 0.26 -0.67 -0.60 0.08 1.00

VII 52 -0.02 -0.01 0.70 -0.03 -0.01 0.65 1.00

VIII 12 -0.21 -0.20 0.84 -0.23 -0.24 0.41 1.00
IX 65 0.18 0.20 0.68 0.19 0.12 0.57 1.00
X 43 0.21 0.20 0.88 0.21 0.14 I 0.65 0.12
XI 17 0.19 0.18 0.86 0.20 0.22 0.98 1.00

TABLE 3. The results of the cornparison of E; parameter values

Sample Sarnple T - test Kruskal=- Wallis test Kolmogorow -
No Slze Smirnow test

E-group C-group Significance E-group C-group I,Significallce Significance of
rue ari rn ea.n of differellce ruedi an rnecli.a.n (f difference difference of

of rne ans of ruedians clistributions
[ 43 I 37.6 43.6 o.oon 35.8 42.8 0.0009 0.0003
II 47 54.8 50.9 I 0.0052 54.3 49.7 0.010 0.049
III 26 48.2 4·5.5 0.17 47.7 46.0 0.25 0.30
IV 28 29.0 32.5 0.020 27.1 33.4 0.024 0.002
V 98 79.4 87.3 0.000001 75.6 85.1 O.OOOOOí' 0.0001
VI 17 93.9 98.0 0.041 96.4 98.7 0.083 1.00

VII 52 72.2 76.6 0.011 70.7 74.6~_.013 0.19
VIII 12 74.3 74.8 0.80 7.5.6 75.0 I 0.72 1.00
IX 65 40.7 56.0 0.029 37.8 44.6 0.016 0.014

X 43 39.2 .51.0 0.019 37.4 41.1 0.0082 0.039
XI 17 38.1 37.0 0.87 37.·5 36.4 0.35 1.00
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While A parameter cloes not appear to cliffer much between E-groups ancl C-
groups, all but three samples exhibit a significant clifference in central tendency of
e . Hence the short-term dispersion of epicentres expressecl by é turns out to be a
potential statistical precursor of strong tremor in local mining-induced seismicity.
In the majority of cases the central tenclency measures are greater in C-group than
in E-group. This woulel suggest the event-ordering mechanism before the strong
tremor. There are, however , two cases of reversecl relation probably clue to a more
complex fracturing process behaviour leading to the generation of the strong event.
Two from three cases ofnon-significant difference in é came from poorly populated
samples; thus these results are not very cer tain.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Two parameters were introduced to describe short-terrn arrangements of epicen-
tres in the Iocal inducecl seismicity -generation process taking place in the region of
mining works, na.mely:

- the directionaI coefficient A of the least-square straight line fit to epícentre coordi-
n ates of the gíven number of successive events. Thefit representecl the temporary
Iinear trend of epicentres;

- the root.-mean-square error e of the straight line fit represent.ing the temporary
clispersion of epicentres with respect to the trend.

The seconcl occurrecl to change significantly prior to strong tremor thus can be
used to build a precursor of clevastating events.

The presentecl results came from a prelirninary analysis only. Both the number
of events to evaluate a sirÍgle pair of A and c values and the period before the
strong event used while forming the experimental groups were taken arbitr ar ily
without any reasonabIe justification. Certainly a cleepened analysis including also
other sim ilar parameters definecl on a sequence of epicentres is desirable before
attempting to construct quantitative prediction methocls basecl on the presented
appraach to the distribution of foci. However , the results give a clear indication
of possible suitability of short+term foci dispersion in prediction of seismic hazard
changes.
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